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The Song dynasty’s conquest of the southern states in the tenth century had a

defining impact on the depiction of these states as well as the men who served

them.Many officials from these conquered southern states had joined the Song

bureaucracy: some had chosen to or were forced to, while others declined to

serve.1 Perhaps themost eminent of these southern officials to serve in the Song

capital was Xu Xuan徐鉉 (917–992) of the Southern Tang. Due to his position

in serving the court of the Southern Tang as it faced its demise and later serv-

ing the Song, Xu Xuan soon came to be a symbol of the possible ambiguities in

later understandings of that time and the challenges the Song faced in forging a

reunified empire. The shifting ground of regional and dynastic history resulted

in varying assessments of Xu’s character.

Accounts or remarks involvingXuXuanappeared in collections of anecdotes

or private recollections for decades, even as the era of Xu’s lifetime retreated

beyond lived experience. Portrayals of XuXuanproducedunder the Song slid in

different directions aswriters interrogatedhis behavior and integrity in order to

reflect on concerns of their own times. These concerns included disputes over

the legacyof the SouthernTang, rivalry amongofficials in the Songbureaucracy,

and the evolving political circumstances of the Song. In many accounts, Xu

Xuan is given a key role in theatrical renditions of events recounted in private

works, often with dramatic dialogue. Due to the context of their production

and reproduction, some anecdotes had lasting impact while others appear to

have changed in meaning. A part of this change came from the nature of their

transmission. Anymaterial fromprivate sources coopted into a broaderwork of

history gained additional authority as reliable testimony. In somecases, threads

1 LinHuangda林煌達, “Songchu zhengquanyunanfang zhuguoxiangchendehudong guanxi”

宋初政權與南方諸國降臣的互動關係, Dongwu lishi xuebao東吳歷史學報 12 (2004):

126–57.
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fromseparate unrelated accountswerewoven into a single narrative; the result-

ing depiction of events, while outwardly smooth, could hold inside it the undu-

lations of competing yet unspoken concerns. As a result, consideration of these

surviving assessments of XuXuanmight not provide uswith any insight into his

character as an individual, but they do provide us with the means to examine

the purposes of textual representations of events in the period of division in

the tenth century. Examination of these depictions of Xu Xuan and their trans-

mission provides an opportunity to examine on a small scale historiographical

processes for places and people placed on the periphery of dynastic time.

One example of changes in a story about Xu Xuan identified by Kobayashi

Kazuo 小林和夫 demonstrates how the meaning of particular details can

evolve in time across different records. The portrayal of Xu Xuan in relation

to his clothing in the colder north progresses from that of a learned scholar

observing decorum to a foolish southerner ignoring the weather.2 This associa-

tion first appeared in an account praising Xu for his propriety but transformed

into a story criticizing him for his stubbornness and ended in a dynastic history

as an ambiguous detail. Songshi records:

When Xu Xuan first arrived in the [Song] capital, he would always laugh

at anyone he saw wearing a woolen coat. [Later] Binzhou was brutally

cold. Since he never wore a woolen coat, he became ill from the chill. One

morning he arose, dressed and looked for a brush to write, thus arranging

his posthumous affairs. He also wrote, “TheWay is the mother of heaven

and earth.” Upon writing this, he died.

初鉉至京師，見被毛褐者輙哂之，邠州苦寒，終不御毛褐，致冷疾。

一日晨起方冠帶，遽索筆手疏，約束後事，又别署曰：「道者天地之

母。」書訖而卒。3

This account contains elements of separate earlier records strung together to

form a single narrative. As Charles Hartman has observed, “The Sung History

is in fact a vast kaleidoscope of source-texts that originate from every period

of Sung history.”4 One part of the account above can be traced to the epitaph

for Xu written by his Song dynasty colleague Li Fang李昉 (925–996). This text

2 Kobayashi Kazuo, “Jo Gen itsuwa kō: Kōnan kanryō no ishiki henka o megutte”徐鉉逸話

考—江南官僚の意識変化をめぐって, Shikan史観 134 (1996): 39–51.

3 Togto (Tuotuo)脱脱 et al., Songshi宋史 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1977), 441.13045–46.

4 Charles Hartman, “The Reluctant Historian: Sun Ti, Chu Hsi, and the Fall of the Northern

Sung,” T’oung Pao 89 (2003): 146.
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asserts that he died after writing the sentence from Daode jing道德經, but it

does not include any reference to Xu Xuan dying from the cold after refusing to

wear a woolen coat.

Kobayashi demonstrates that Xu’s attitude to woolen coats was originally

a separate issue. An account attributed to Ding Wei丁謂 (966–1037) records

approvingly that Xu Xuan refused to wear a woolen coat to court audiences

since it was an inappropriate form of attire. DingWei also praised Xu Xuan for

maintaining propriety in conduct while waiting to enter the palace as other

officials bought food and engaged in other unbecoming behavior, and for wear-

ing the correct clothes to a funeral rather than the clothing of court audiences

as others might do for the sake of convenience.5 Similarly, a story attributed to

Yang Yi楊億 (974–1020) noted that Xu Xuan rebuked his son-in-law Wu Shu

for preparing to wear a woolen coat to court.6 In these earliest instances, Xu

was praised as an upright scholar observing decorum. Both DingWei and Yang

Yi belonged to southern families, perhaps giving them access to family expe-

riences in the south. Both also obtained jinshi degrees in 992, the year of Xu’s

death, suggesting that even if they did not know Xu personally, men with per-

sonal knowledge of Xu Xuan would still have been active when they entered

official service.

In compilations of a later generation, the story changed. In Longping ji隆平

集 by Zeng Gong曾鞏 (1019–1083), Xu Xuan is recorded as having laughed at

people wearing woolen clothing in the capital only to die of cold in Binzhou.7

This information reappears in Junzhai dushu zhi郡齋讀書志 by Chao Gongwu

晁公武 (ca. 1105–1180) and Dongdu shilüe東都事略 by Wang Cheng王稱 (fl.

1187).8 The reason given for his death in these texts agrees with the information

given in Songshi, but without reference to the last words he purportedly wrote.

Zhang Lei 張耒 (1054–1114) gave another assessment, criticizing Xu Xuan for

implicitly insulting other officials of the Song for wearing clothes associated

with barbarians. This, Zhang explained, was because Xu did not enjoy being an

official of a vanquished state.9

5 DingWei丁謂, Ding Jingong tanlu丁晉公談錄 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2012), 13.

6 The information appears in a compilation of Yang’s remarks produced by his students: Huang

Jian黃鑑 (comp.) and Song Xiang宋庠 (ed.), YangWengong tanyuan楊文公談苑 (Shang-

hai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1993), 23.

7 Zeng Gong曾鞏, Longping ji隆平集 (Taibei: Wenhai chubanshe, 1967), 13.4a.

8 Chao Gongwu晁公武, Junzhai dushu zhi郡齋讀書志 (sbck, 3rd series), 4B.22a; Wang

Cheng王稱, Dongdu shilüe東都事略 (Taibei: Guoli zhongyang tushuguan, 1991), 38.2b.

9 Zhang Lei completes his negative assessment with a quote from Shijing詩經 on clothing,

and comments on it from the commentary by Zheng Xuan鄭玄 (127–200). See Zhang Lei
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After consideration of thematerial outline above, Kobayashi concludes that

Xu Xuan was originally praised by other southerners for not wearing a woolen

coat, but as the Song dynasty progressed, this changed to criticism from north-

erners. Kobayashi maintains this criticism arose after those with ties to the

Southern Tang had passed away and with the growing opinion that Xu Xuan

was not fully loyal to the Song. Notably, the biography of Xu Xuan records his

death from the cold in neutral terms, his refusal to wear a woolen garment nei-

ther a sign of decorum or foolishness; it remains as only a detail.

But camaraderie among southerners did not prevent Yang Yi’s disapproval

of Xu on othermatters (as outlined below). Strident condemnation of Xu Xuan

from southerners in fact appeared very soon after the state’s fall. Men of the

Southern Tang wrote under the Song in attempts to shape the legacies of their

contemporaries and themselves.

Two issues dominate later verdicts onXu’s character. The first concerned the

history he wrote of the Southern Tang after its fall, with debate centering on

who served the Southern Tang honorably and who should shoulder blame for

its decline. The second derived from his meeting with the Song emperor Taizu

太祖 (r. 960–976), a moment which crystallized the contradictions of his ser-

vice to two states, the first of which lay outside the supposed transmission of

legitimate rule.

Writing the History of the Southern Tang

Disagreement over events under the Southern Tang surfaced in works pro-

duced in the early years after the conquest and these set the tone for later

competingunderstandings.The survival of southernofficials into the Song gave

them an opportunity to attempt to shape the history of the Southern Tang,

but it also raised questions about their own roles in the fall. This is partic-

ularly evident in accounts of the conduct of officials in the Southern Tang’s

final days. Histories claim that many officials expressed their loyalty to the

Southern Tang either by perishing in battle without hope of victory or by com-

mitting suicide rather than surrendering. Even Xu Xuan’s brother Xu Kai徐鍇

(920–974) is said to have died in despair during the Song’s siege of Jinling.10

張耒,Mingdao zazhi明道雜志 (Congshu jicheng chubian), 6, discussed in Kobayashi, “Jo

Gen itsuwa kō,” 47–48.

10 Ma Ling馬令, Nantang shu南唐書, 14.5358, and Lu You陸游, Nantang shu南唐書,

5.5502, both in Fu Xuancong傅璇琮 et al. (eds),Wudai shishu huibian五代史書彙編

(Hangzhou: Hangzhou chubanshe, 2004).
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It is in light of such deaths that the character of men who went on to serve

the Song was questioned.

Xu Xuan was commissioned with Tang Yue湯悅 (fl. 940–983), another ex-

SouthernTang official, towrite a history of bothWuand the SouthernTang.11 Its

production symbolized the Song’s authority over the Southern Tang and drew

a line under the state’s existence.12 The resulting work was entitled Jiangnan

lu江南錄, which coupled the relatively humble lu, “record,” with “Jiangnan,”

the belittling label first forced on the state by the Later Zhou (951–960).13 But

this work, which does not survive today, failed to prove definitive. It was fol-

lowed by a number of texts written to address its perceived shortcomings.

These included Nantang jinshi 南唐近事 and Jiangbiao zhi 江表志, both by

ZhengWenbao鄭文寳 (953–1013), Jiangnan bielu江南別錄 by Chen Pengnian

陳彭年 (961–1017), Jiuguo zhi九國志 by Lu Zhen路振 (957–1014) (which con-

tained histories of all the southern states), and Jiangnan yeshi 江南野史 by

Long Gun 龍滾 (n.d.).14 Works are also credited to Wang Ju 王舉 (n.d.), and

Yang Yi, but these have not survived in any form.15

The men who produced these works hoped to preserve alternate under-

standings of events under the Southern Tang. Since disagreement centered on

the actions of key individuals, untangling the partisan assertions in theseworks

is a complex task.16 It is notable that those texts available today were mostly

not transmitted to the present as independent works but were recovered from

11 Tang Yue was previously known as Yin Chongyi殷崇義, but under the Song he changed

his name to avoid the imperial taboo character yin殷, which occurs in the given name of

the father of the founder of that dynasty. See Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 23.5411.

12 Johannes L. Kurz, “Song Taizong, the ‘Record of Jiangnan’ (‘Jiangnan lu’), and an Alternate

Ending to the Tang,” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies 46 (2016): 29–55.

13 Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 4.5248; Lu You, Nantang shu, 2.5482; Dongdu shilüe, 23.5b; Songshi,

478.13855. Correspondence from the Southern Tang in 956 addressed to the “Emperor of

the Great Zhou” from the “Emperor of the Tang” went unanswered. When the Zhou sent

written correspondence two years later, it addressed Yuanzong as “ruler of the state of

Jiangnan.” See Wang Qinruo王欽若 et al. (comp.), Cefu yuangui冊府元龜 (Hongkong:

Zhonghua shuju, 1960), 118.18b; Xue Juzheng薛居正 et al., JiuWudai shi舊五代史 (Bei-

jing: Zhonghua shuju, 1976), 116.1542; Lu You, Nantang shu, 2.5480, 5482.

14 Johannes L. Kurz, “Sources for the History of the Southern Tang (937–975),” Journal of

Sung-Yuan Studies 24 (1994): 220–24.

15 Works by these authors are mentioned in the preface of Jiangnan yuzai江南餘載, as

recorded in Chen Zhensun陳振孫, Zhizhai shulu jieti直齋書錄解題 (Congshu jicheng

chubian), 5.130; Yong Rong永瑢 et al., Siku quanshu zongmu四庫全書總目 (Beijing:

Zhonghua shuju, 1965), 66.586b.

16 Johannes L. Kurz, “The Invention of a ‘Faction’ in Song Historical Writings on the South-

ern Tang,” Journal of Sung-Yuan Studies 28 (1998): 1–35, and “Sources for the History of the

Southern Tang,” 217–35.
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larger compilations. It appears that the issues they addressed had little rele-

vance for later audiences.17 Their initial appearance also suggests that Song

authorities had little interest in managing the minutiae of portrayals of south-

ern affairs prior to the conquest.

Some accounts reflected positively on Xu Xuan. Zheng Wenbao, Xu’s pro-

tégé, claimed that Jiangnan lu drew criticism for not condemning Song Qiqiu

宋齊丘 (887–959), a significant figure in the historical arc of the Southern

Tang and an adversary of Xu.18 Zheng also recordedmore subtle assessments in

Xu’s favor. For example, in one episode, Xu rebuked an official associated with

SongQiqiu, foreboding the challenges facing the SouthernTang and suggesting

where blame for the state’s woes should lie.

North of the walls of Jinling was a lake over ten li around. The twomoun-

tains of Mufu and Jilong enclosed it on the west, and the many peaks of

Zhongfu and Jiangshan rose around it to the left. Famous gardens and

beautiful spots appeared indistinctly as in a painting, withmany old sites

of the Six Dynasties located throughout. Every year the profit gained from

lilies and fishing amounted to tens of thousands [of copper coins]. This

is the Xuanwu Lake of The Veritable Record of Jiankang.19 One day when

senior officials were waiting for morning audience, their conversation

turned to matters of forests and springs [i.e. life as a recluse]. Among

them, Feng Mi spoke of Xuanzong giving Director He the three hundred

li of Mirror Lake, saying it was a grand thing. He added, “I do not dare

seek that, but if I was given Rear Lake [i.e., Xuanwu Lake], it would bring

me a joyful life.” Minister of Personnel Xu Xuan cheerfully replied, “The

ruler respects worthies and awaits scholars, but it seems they often do

not measure up. How could he care for one Rear Lake?What he lacks is a

[He] Zhizhang.” Feng was greatly ashamed.

金陵城北有湖，周迴十數里，幕府、雞籠二山環其西，鍾阜、蔣山諸

峰聳其左。名園勝境掩映如畫，六朝舊跡多出其間。每嵗菱藕罟網之

利不下數十千。《建康實錄》所謂玄武湖是也。一日諸閤老待漏朝

17 Glen Dudbridge, in his discussion of Sanguo dianlue三國典略 by Qiu Yue丘悅 (fl. 707–

715), explains how works can be lost after the peculiarities of their age fall out of favour

in later times. See Glen Dudbridge, Lost Books of Medieval China (London: British Library,

2000), 27–47.

18 ZhengWenbao鄭文寳, Jiangbiao zhi江表志, 2.5087, inWudai shishu huibian.

19 This lakewas located just northof Jinling (and is now in the city of Nanjing). Jiankang shilu

by Xu Song許嵩 (fl. eighth century) is a chronological history of the city of Jiankang. See

Xu Song, Jiankang shilu建康實錄 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986).
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堂，語及林泉之事，坐間馮謐因舉玄宗賜賀監三百里鏡湖，信為盛

事。又曰：「予非敢望此，但賜後湖，亦暢予平生也。」吏部徐鉉怡

聲而對曰；「主上尊賢待士，常若不及，豈惜一後湖，所乏者知章

爾。」馮大有慚色。20

In describing the geography of the southern capital, this account draws on res-

onance with written tradition celebrating its scenery and an understanding of

its history separate from cities in the north. He Zhizhang賀知章 (659–744) was

a distinguished official in an era considered the high point of the Tang dynasty.

After years of loyal service to Emperor Xuanzong玄宗 (r. 712–756), in 744 he

retired as a Daoist to Mirror Lake south of Yuezhou越州 in Zhedong.21 Xu’s

interlocutor in the exchange above is named as one Feng Mi, an alternative

appellation for Feng Yanlu 馮延魯 (d. 971), brother of the famous poet Feng

Yansi馮延巳 (903–960). According to histories of the period, Feng Yanlu had

a rather mixed career. He was purportedly involved in various military failures,

once disguising himself as amonk in anunsuccessful attempt to evade forces of

the Later Zhou, but in a conversation with Song Taizu he stated his willingness

to die for the Southern Tang regardless of the hopelessness of its position.22

This exchange suggests troubled relations betweenXuXuan and FengYanlu.

Other sources also point toward conflict between the two, deriving from Feng’s

involvement in a failed attack on Fuzhou in 947. After the debacle, Xu appears

to have joined with Han Xizai韓熙載 (902–970) in criticizing Song Qiqiu and

Feng Yansi for protecting those responsible. Unfortunately, the sources provide

contradictory details, and the significance of the entire event may have been

inflated over time.23 Yet Xu’s rebuke of Feng is also an indictment of South-

ern Tang politics. The purported lack of talented officials is indicative of the

state’s decline. The account maintains Xu’s integrity, for he sees the decline of

the state but can himself do little to prevent it. It is also notable for portraying

Xu as seeing the Tang proper as a standard for the Southern Tang.

20 ZhengWenbao, Nantang jinshi南唐近事, 1.5047–48, inWudai shishu huibian. Briefer ver-

sions appear in Jiangbiao zhi, 2.5087 and in the later works Lu You, Nantang shu, 11.5553;

Wenying文瑩, Xiangshan yelu湘山野錄 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1984), xu, 77.

21 Xin Tangshu新唐書 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975), 196.5606–7; Glen Dudbridge, Reli-

gious Experience and Lay Society in T’ang China: A Reading of Tai Fu’s ‘Kuang-i chi’ (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1995), 149–50; Russell Kirkland, “Three Entries for a T’ang

Biographical Dictionary:Wang Hsi-i, Huang Ling-wei, Ho Chih-chang,”T’ang Studies 10–11

(1992–1993): 160–65; Russell Kirkland, “The Making of an Immortal: The Exaltation of Ho

Chih-chang,”Numen 38 (1992): 214–29.

22 Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 21.5395–96; Lu You, Nantang shu, 11.5551–53.

23 Kurz, “The Invention of a ‘Faction’,” 9–30.
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This contrasts with the work written by Long Gun. In Jiangnan yeshi, Long

Gun criticized Xu Xuan and Tang Yue for their own actions under the Southern

Tang. Long claimed that both had failed to remonstrate with Li Yu李煜 (r. 961–

976), the last ruler of the Southern Tang, during events leading up to the state’s

demise, even accusing them of waiting for the end in order to serve the Song.24

Xu Xuan’s position in history is further darkened by aspersions cast on the

integrity of his relations with Pan You潘佑 (d. ca. 973). Pan You had been rec-

ommended for service by Han Xizai and Chen Qiao陳喬 (d. 975) and enjoyed

rapid promotion after gaining the favor of Li Yu. Following the loss of the

Huainan region to the Later Zhou in 958, the state faced increasing economic

hardship. According to one account, Pan You and his associate Li Ping 李平

(d. ca. 973) advocated the application of the well-field system of antiquity and

the return of land to the poor who had been forced off in order to increase

the state’s revenue.25 An attempt to implement these policies was aborted after

it met with strong local opposition.26 Pan You continued to criticize the state

for its inadequacies, to the annoyance of other officials and the ruler. After his

arrest for reproaching the throne, Pan You took his own life. Li Ping was exe-

cuted, ostensibly for engaging in unorthodox religious practices.27 Importantly,

their deaths occurred only shortly before the fall of the state.28

According toDiaoji litan釣磯立談, PanandLi died for standingby their prin-

ciples in service to the state.29 Diaoji litan asserts that Xu Xuan in Jiangnan lu

falsely claimed that Li Ping and PanYouwere themselves at fault and attributes

this to Xu’s personal hostility to the pair. This account did not go unchallenged:

24 Long Gun龍滾, Jiangnan yeshi江南野史, 3.5175, inWudai shishu huibian.

25 Xiangshan yelu, 2.29.

26 Satake Yasuhiko佐竹靖彦 argues that Xu Xuan and Pan You were at odds on the matter

of land reform. While Xu Xuan was demoted for his criticism of the institution of similar

policies in 953, hewas attacking the corruption of the local administration rather than the

policy itself. Pan You’s biography in Lu You’s Nantang shu states that Li Yu was impressed

byPanYou’s debateswithXuXuan, but there is no indicationof what theydisagreed about.

See SatakeYasuhiko,Tō-Sōhenkakuno chiiki teki kenkyū唐宋変革の地域的研究 (Kyoto:

Dōhōsha, 1990), 347–53.

27 Biographical entries appear in Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 19.5385–86; Lu You, Nantang shu,

13.5564–67; relevant information is collected inWu Renchen吳任臣, Shiguo chunqiu十

國春秋 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983), 24.341–42.

28 Jiangnan yeshi, 3.5172, states this was in 971, while their deaths are dated to 973 inMa Ling,

Nantang shu, 5.5293; Lu You, Nantang shu, 3.5490; Li Tao李燾, Xu Zizhi tongjian chang-

bian續資治通鑑長編 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979–1995), 14.309–10; Dongdu shilüe,

23.8a. A brief undated account of events leading to their deaths also appears in Jiangnan

bielu, 5138.

29 ShiWen史溫 (?), Diaoji litan釣磯立談, 5019, inWudai shishu huibian.
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the historian Liu Shu劉恕 (1032–1078) claimed that material held by Pan You’s

son Pan Hua潘華 (n.d.) agreed with the account of his father’s death given in

Jiangnan lu.30

Diaoji litan is most probably the work of the son or grandson of Shi Xubai史

虛白 (894–961).31 Shi Xubai had fled the LaterTang in the north in 926 and lived

out his life as a recluse after finding himself unable to further his career under

the Southern Tang. Accounts of his life in other sources have him earning the

respect of Yuanzong元宗 (i.e. Li Jing李璟, the second ruler of the Southern

Tang, r. 943–961) and rejecting Xu Xuan’s attempt to study with him.32 Provid-

ingdetails unavailable elsewhere,Diaoji litan is highly critical of someSouthern

Tang officials, most prominently Song Qiqiu and his followers.33 The nature of

its content has prompted much debate, some modern scholars suggesting it

reflects family resentment at Shi Xubai’s failure to gain an official career.34 One

source asserts that Shi had made the mistake of saying he hoped to replace

Song Qiqiu at court.35

Diaoji litan attacks Xu Xuan’s character by detailing his attempts to save his

own reputation at the expense of Pan You.

30 The text uses Liu’s courtesy name, Daoyuan道原. Liu Shu was the author of Shiguo jinian

十國紀年, which may be the source of the information in Ma Duanlin馬端臨,Wenxian

tongkao文獻通考 (Taibei: Xinxing shuju, 1964), 200.1671b, noted in Kobayashi Kazuo小

林和夫, “Nantō kanryō Jo Gen to Sō Taisōchō: ‘Kōnanroku’ to seitōron o megutte”南唐

官僚徐鉉と宋太宗朝—『江南録』と正統論をめぐって,Waseda Daigakuin Bun-

gaku kenkyūka kiyō早稲田大学院文学研究科紀要 42.4 (1996): 106. See also Kurz,

“Song Taizong, the ‘Record of Jiangnan’,” 52–53.

31 Shi Wen史溫 (fl. 1022), the grandson of Shi Xubai, is often suggested to be the author of

the work. The modern study by Chen Shangjun suggests that ShiWen compiled the work

with the writings of his grand uncle, a brother of Shi Xubai, whom Chen identifies as the

“old man” whose comments appear throughout the work. See the preface of Diaoji litan,

5002; Siku quanshu zongmu, 66.585a–b; Yu Jiaxi余嘉錫, Siku tiyao bianzheng四庫提要

辯證 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980), 7.390–91; Chen Shangjun陳尚君, “ ‘Diaoji litan’

zuozhe kao”《釣磯立談》作者考,Wenshi文史 44 (1998): 182.

32 Jiangnan yeshi, 8.5213–14; Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 14.5354–55; Lu You, Nantang shu, 7.5519–

20.

33 Kurz, “Sources for the History of the Southern Tang (937–975),” 222–23; Kurz, “The Inven-

tion of a ‘Faction’,” 9–15.

34 Much discussion of the reliability of Diaoji litan centres on the character of Feng Yansi.

See Lin, FengYansi yanjiu, 17–18, 26, 36, 38–45; Kurz, “Sources for the History of the South-

ern Tang,” 223; William Schultz, “Feng Yen-ssu,” in The Indiana Companion to Traditional

Chinese Literature, ed.William H. Nienhauser, 2nd ed. (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press,

1986), 387–88; Daniel Bryant, Lyric Poets of the Southern T’ang: Feng Yen-ssu, 903–960, and

Li Yü, 937–978 (Vancouver: Univ. of British Columbia Press, 1982), xx.

35 Lu You, Nantang shu, 7.5519–20.
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Xu Xuan and his brother Kai long received favor. Their family had wealth

and rank, and they possessed many rare books. Both brothers were adept

at learning, famous at one time for their scholastic arts. Due to this, none

of the younger generation failed to revere them. Only Zhang Ji張洎 (934–

997) and PanYou continually ridiculed them, probably because theywere

proud of their own talent and were unwilling to start at the bottom in

their youth. After Kai’s untimely death, Xuan took charge of state affairs.

As a result, Ji cunningly made up with Xuan, and they cooperated in their

efforts to excludeYou. Thismeant Youwas often at oddswith others. Gen-

eral opinionhad it thatXuanwas small-minded andhatedYou, giving him

no respite; each considered the other deficient. When You was executed

for criticizing the throne, officials praised his moral reputation and the

famous competed in composing poetry and eulogies to lament him. At

the time Xuan comfortably held official salary and served the state until

its fall. This is why those controlling public opinion seldom censure what

he did.

徐鉉與其弟鍇，久被眷顧，家素富貴，多收奇書，弟兄皆力學，以儒

術名一時。是以後進晚生，莫不宗尚。惟張洎、潘佑每每訕譏，蓋二

人負其才藻，不肯少自低下故也。及鍇早卒，鉉後遂當國，洎因詭與

之合，遂出力共擠佑，佑以故多不調。世指徐為少容，而恨潘亦不

譲，交以為失焉。及潘以直諫死，士大夫仰髙其徳，名流争作詩誄

以哀之。是時，鉉方從容持禄，與國俱亡，故主公論者，少貶其所

為。36

The text goes on to present the accusation that Xu slandered Pan You in

Jiangnan lu after he was dead, quoting the “old man” whose opinions appear

throughout the text. Jealous of his position as literary talent, Xu Xuan was

unwilling to pardon Pan You for his earlier behavior. The “old man” highlights

Xu’s lack of shame by remarking that even Li Yu regretted having put Pan You

to death. Diaoji litan also undermines Xu Xuan’s character by depicting him as

incapable of any useful action when Jinling was under siege.37

Whatever the reality of events, Diaoji litan’s interpretation of Xu’s motives

in criticizing Pan You in Jiangnan lu is followed later by Chao Gongwu晁公

武 (ca. 1105–1180) and Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021–1086), both critical of Xu’s

own work of history on this point.38 Wang Anshi wrote that he had heard

36 Diaoji litan, 5019.

37 Ibid., 5020.

38 Junzhai dushu zhi, 2xia.1a–b;Wang Anshi, Linchuan xianshengwenji臨川先生文集 (Bei-
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accounts of Pan You as a child since many of his relatives had served in the

south. Wang accused Xu of defaming Pan You following more than ten years

of disagreement at court. This,Wangmaintained, was in order to conceal both

the failings of Li Yu and Xu’s own responsibility in the death of a loyal minis-

ter. Although focusing on Xu’s willful misrepresentation of events leading up

to Pan You’s death,Wang’s criticism was primarily aimed at demonstrating the

Southern Tang’s lack of legitimacy. Among his relatives, Pan You was remem-

bered for submitting a forthright but honest memorial. The fate that befell Pan

for remonstratingwithhis ruler,Wang claimed,was indicative of the state’s fun-

damental failings: “If the ruler of a state does not possess theWay but does not

kill loyal ministers, then even if the state does not achieve good governance it

will not fall.”39

Wang was incensed by Xu’s failure to condemn any element of the rule of

the Southern Tang in Jiangnan lu. Xu instead depicted the Southern Tang as a

victim of the times with no responsibility for its own demise, the mandate of

rule simply passing to the Song since it was the larger and stronger state.Wang

found this to be an incorrect understanding of history. According to his view,

the fall of the Southern Tang and its failure to gain themandate of rule was due

to its own inadequacies. This assessment of Xu’s work may have been widely

held, since another source records an occasion on which Taizong, after read-

ing Jiangnan lu, was displeased by Xu’s suggestion that the fall of the Southern

Tang was simply due to the Song’s receipt of heaven’s mandate and unrelated

to the affairs of men.40

Lu You 陸游 (1125–1210) of the Southern Song adopted a similar position.

For him, Pan You and Li Ping were loyal officials whose policies were need-

lessly thwarted by others and, in attempting to warn their ruler of impending

disaster, they met with unjust execution. Lu You even recorded that Zhenzong

真宗 (r. 997–1022) of the Song pitied Pan You for his fate and raised Pan You’s

son to his father’s rank. Lu followed this with his own lament for the manner

of Pan You’s death after loyal service to the Southern Tang, an unworthy state.41

jing: Zhonghua shuju, 1959), 71.756–57; see also Tian Kuang田況 (traditional attribution),

Rulin gongyi儒林公議 (Congshu jicheng chubian), 2.35.

39 Linchuan xiansheng wenji, 71.756–57.

40 Kobayashi even goes as far as to suggest that this may have been another reason for

Xu’s banishment to Binzhou, although he presents no evidence to support this. See Rulin

gongyi, 2.35, noted in Kobayashi, “Nantō kanryō Jo Gen to Sō Taisōchō,” 110.

41 Lu You, Nantang shu, 13.5564–67; Pan Youwas also one of the few officials who died under

the Southern Tang to gain an entry in Songshi in the chapter on the state. See Songshi,

478.13868.
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This position aligns with Lu You’s more measured assessment of Song Qiqiu.42

But Lu You may have been writing about the Southern Tang with a view to the

predicament of his day, with the Song dynasty forced to move its capital south

after the conquests of the Jurchen Jin dynasty.43 Like PanYou, LuYou advocated

active measures in facing a threat to the north but was ignored. Praise for Pan

You can also be found elsewhere.44

In the later criticism levelled at Xu Xuan, what first appears in Diaoji litan as

a disagreement over individual reputation and responsibility becomes a more

general indictment of the Southern Tang as a state. Part of this charge ignores

the fact that PanYou’s positionwas not in fact fully compatible with later histo-

rians. Pan supposedly fought for the Southern Tang’s future, whereas men like

Wang Anshi saw Pan’s actions as an indicator of its lack of any right to exist.

Thus, a disagreement on SouthernTangpolitics evolves into a foil for Song legit-

imacy.

Given this, the authenticity of a memorial attributed to Pan You is difficult

to judge. It is remarkably strident in its reproach. It commences with a quote

from Confucius: “One may rob an army of its commander-in-chief; one cannot

deprive the humblest man of his free will.”45 It condemns the fawning officials

at court for acting only out of self-interest and compares the ruler Li Yu unfa-

vorably to tyrants of antiquity and, poignantly, to Sun Hao孫皓 (242–284), the

last ruler ofWuof theThreeKingdomsperiod and renowned for his cruelty and

incompetence. In an obvious parallel with the Southern Tang, Sun Hao saw his

own state conquered by the Jin of the north.46 A ruler might indeed be likely to

42 Kurz, “Sources for the History of the Southern Tang (937–975),” 226.

43 Siku quanshu zongmu, 66.588a; Robert Krompart, “The Southern Restoration of T’ang:

Counsel, Policy, and Parahistory in the Stabilization of the Chiang-Huai Region, 887–943,”

(Ph.D. diss., Univ. of California, Berkeley, 1973), 22; Chengjuan Sun, “The Hidden Blessing

of Being a Last Ruler: Anecdotes and the Song Dynasty Interpretation of Li Yu’s (937–978)

Lyrics,” Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (clear) 34 (2012): 122.

44 One account has it that Pan You composed a letter of outstanding quality for the pur-

pose of official correspondencewith the Song following its conquest of the SouthernHan,

which left the Southern Tang in a precarious position. It was said that many court officials

held a copy. See Jiang Shaoyu江少虞 (comp.), Songchao shishi leiyuan宋朝事實類苑

(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1981), 46.522, unfortunately without attribution.

45 Lunyu zhushu論語注疏, 9.9a, in Ruan Yuan阮元 (ed.), Shisan jing zhushu: fu jiao kan ji

十三經注疏:附校斟記 (Taibei: Yiwen yinshuguan, 1964), translated in Simon Leys, The

Analects of Confucius (New York: W.W. Norton, 1997), 42.

46 The parallel with Sun Hao continues in the fate of Li Yu, as both southern rulers were

captured and taken to a northern court. See Hans Bielenstein, “The Six Dynasties Vol. i,”

Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 68 (1996): 40–46.
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execute amandefiant enough to compose suchdirect and intense criticism.Yet

the tone of the piece and the fact that its allusions neatly fit the circumstances

of the Southern Song might give us pause; it could be that the composition of

the text actually dates to after the Song’s loss of the north, written by someone

seeking to use the past to serve as an admonishment of failure and a warning

for the future. The earliest surviving copy of the full text appears to be that in

Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian續資治通鑑長編, a work of the Southern Song,

but there it is attributed to Jiuguo zhi and other unnamed sources.47 Ma Ling,

of the Northern Song, quoted only its opening two phrases in his history of the

SouthernTang,48 butMa ultimately agreedwith XuXuan. For him, PanYou and

Li Ping were unsuited for their positions, their policies failed due to unworka-

bility, and they were interested in dubious religious practices.49

A disagreement between PanYou andXuXuan on the issue of ritual appears

in several texts, but Ma Ling provided the greatest detail. After the death of

Li Yu’s first empress in 968, Li Yu married her younger sister, a relationship

founded in impropriety since it commenced while the first empress lay dying

(or so it was claimed). Li Yu commissioned officials to prepare a ceremony for

themarriage, and appointed Xu Xuan and PanYou to offer counsel on the plan.

Xu Xuan argued that music should not be used since none was used in ancient

times,whereasPanYou stated it couldbecause thepresent shouldnot bebound

by examples of the past. Similarly, Xu claimed that the couple should bow to

each other to indicate acknowledgement of proper human relations, whereas

Pan You argued that they need not since the emperor represented a special

case. Pan and Xu also disagreed over the bells and drums to be played and the

carriage and clothing used. The official Xu You 徐遊 (d. ca. 975) was chosen

to provide a final assessment of their arguments. Enjoying a close relationship

with the last two emperors of the Southern Tang, Xu You followed Pan You’s

recommendations since he knew Pan You was then in favor at court. When Xu

You became ill soon afterwards, Xu Xuan asked in jest, “Can it be that the Duke

of Zhou and Confucius can also bring a curse?” Thus, Xu Xuan suggested that

Xu You’s illness was punishment for ignoring established tradition in making

a politically expedient decision.50 In delivering judgement on circumstances

47 Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian, 14.309–10; Lu You, Nantang shu, 13.5566; Dongdu shilüe,

23.7b–8a. The opening passage appears in Songshi, 478.13868.

48 Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 5.5293.

49 Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 19.5385–86.

50 MaLing,Nantang shu, 6.5305; shorter versionswithout the details of disagreement appear

in Jiangnan bielu, 5138; Lu You, Nantang shu, 16.5589. A brief account of this affair also

appears in the biographical account of Pan You in Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 19.5385.
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under the Southern Tang in this episode, Xu appears superior to Pan. Regard-

less of its veracity, the account is notable for drawingon thenotionof animosity

between Xu Xuan and Pan You.

That Xu’s conflict with Pan You had wide currency is demonstrated by the

following anecdote concerning the death of Li Yu. The Moji 默記 by Wang

Zhi王銍 (d. ca. 1144) contains records of a range of personalities of the early

Song, including an account of the lastmeeting betweenXuXuan andhis former

ruler.

After Xu Xuan joined the Song administration, he was appointed Policy

Advisor of the Left and transferred to the palace. One day Taizong asked

him if he had seen Li Yu. Xuan replied, “How could your servant dare to

see him privately?” “You may visit him. Just say I sent you,” the emperor

commanded. Xuan thereupon went straight to Li Yu’s residence. He dis-

mounted before reaching the gate, which was guarded only by an old

soldier. Xu said, “I would like to see the Grand Commandant.” The soldier

replied, “How can you, if he is not permitted to see anyone by imperial

order?” Xu explained, “I have come at imperial order.” The old soldier

went in to report while Xu entered and stood in the courtyard. After a

while, the old soldier returned and placed two old chairs in the hall facing

each other. Looking on, Xu said to the soldier, “Just one chair will suffice.”

Soon Li Yu emerged, wearing Daoist garb and a gauze hat. As Xu bowed,

Li rushed down the steps and, tugging Xu by the hand, ascended the hall

withhim.WhenXu insistedonobservingproper ceremony, Li said, “Today

how can we stand on ceremony?” Only when Xu had pulled his chair

slightly to one side did he choose to sit. Li embraced him and started to

cry, and then sat in silence. Suddenly he let out a long sigh and said, “I now

regret executing Pan You and Li Ping.” After Xu left, he was summoned to

the palace and askedwhat Li Yu had to say. Xu did not hide anything from

the emperor, and this precipitated the administering of [poison to Li Yu]

by the Prince of Qin [i.e. Zhao Defang趙德芳 (959–981)].

徐鉉歸朝，為左散騎常侍，遷給事中。太宗一日問：「曽見李煜

否？」鉉對以：「臣安敢私見之？」上曰：「卿第往，但言朕令卿往

相見可矣。」鉉遂徑往其居，望門下馬，但一老卒守門。徐言：「願

見太尉。」卒言：「有旨不得與人接，豈可見也。」鉉云：「我

乃奉旨来見。」老卒往報，徐入立庭下。久之老卒遂入取舊椅子相

對。鉉搖遥望見，謂卒曰：「但正衙一椅足矣。」頃間，李主紗㡌

道服而出。鉉方拜，而李主遽下堦引其手以上。鉉告辭賓主之禮，主

曰：「今日豈有此禮？」徐引椅少偏乃敢坐。後主相持大哭，乃坐黙
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不言。忽長吁嘆曰：「當時悔殺了潘佑、李平。」鉉既去，乃有旨再

對，詢後主何言。鉉不敢隱，遂有秦王賜牽機藥之事。51

This is unlikely to be an accurate record of actual events. Some contextual

details are inaccurate.52 The impact of the account’s conclusion hinges on the

relationship betweenXu and the two officials named by Li Yu. Despite XuXuan

coming as the loyal servant of Li Yu, he was effectively insulted by Li Yu, who

lamented the loss of two men purported to be Xu’s enemies. Thus, the drama

of Li Yu’s remarks depends on an understanding of events that accords with

that first put forward by Diaoji litan.53 That no context is given would appear

to indicate that the relevant affairs were well known among potential readers

of the time; thus the affairs of the Southern Tang were perhaps known widely

even in the early twelfth century. The conclusion of the account suggests that

Xu’s truthful recounting of his meeting with Li Yu led to Li’s death. While Xu’s

act was a demonstration of his loyalty to the Song emperor, it could also be

construed as his displeasure with Li Yu. This darkens Xu’s character but does

not accord with the respect Xu continued to show for the Li family in his own

writings.

The charge of falsifying the record was also levelled at Xu on his earlierWu

lu吳錄, written under the Southern Tang and concerning the state it replaced.

Sima Guang司馬光 (1019–1086) accused Xu Xuan of willful inaccuracy inWu

51 Wang Zhi 王銍, Moji 默記 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1981), 1.4; also appears in Ding

Chuanjing丁傳靖, Songren yishi huibian宋人軼事彙編 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1981),

4.138; translation adapted fromTingCh’uan-ching, ACompilationof Anecdotes of SungPer-

sonalities, trans. Chu Djang and Jane C. Djang (Jamaica, N.Y.: St. John’s Univ. Press, 1989),

140–41.

52 In considering this passage, the modern scholar Ruan Tingzhuo 阮廷卓 notes that it

appears alongside another in which Li Yu was killed after Taizong was angered by sounds

of revelry on the seventh evening of the seventh month, a festival associated with young

lovers. Ruan argues that the two versions of Li Yu’s demise are incompatible, and that this

fact is also noted by the author of the work in question. Tracing how these two accounts

are repeated and often conflated in later texts, Ruan maintains that both are spurious for

a range of reasons. The more weighty and straightforward reasons he gives include: an

absence of earlier records of these events; the Prince of Qin’s absence from Kaifeng dur-

ing the period in question; Song Taizong’s continuing recognition and support of Li Yu

and his younger brothers; and conflicting information about the date of Li Yu’s death. See

Ruan Tingzhuo, “Lihouzhu zhi si”李後主之死, Dalu zazhi大陸雜誌 14.1 (1957): 18–

23.

53 Ruan rejects the version of events in Diaoji litan. In addition to using evidence produced

byXuXuanandChenPengnian, he claims thatXu couldnot havebeenuntruthful in Jiang-

nan lu out of personal animosity to PanYou as hewould have been prevented byTangYue,

his co-author. See Ruan, “Lihouzhu zhi si,” 18–20.
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lu, omitting information unflattering to a key figure in the founding of Wu due

to his being the foster father of the founder of the Southern Tang. The state of

Wuhadbeen foundedbyYangXingmi楊行密 (852–905). After his death,Yang’s

son YangWo楊渥 (883–908) was assassinated, leading to a younger and more

pliable heir becoming ruler. Sima Guang claimed that he was killed by the war-

lords Zhang Hao張顥 (d. 908) and XuWen徐溫 (862–927). XuWenwent on to

use the assassination as an excuse to kill Zhang Hao.When XuWen’s foster son

went on to found the Southern Tang, Xu Wen was posthumously granted the

ancestral title Yizu義祖 and enshrined in the imperial temple. In considering

these events, Sima Guang recorded that Xu Xuan blamed only Zhang for the

death of Yang Wo, omitting the involvement of Xu Wen to protect the honor

of the Southern Tang’s imperial family.54 Since Sima was intent on producing

history framed as a moral lesson for the present,55 the facts behind the killing

of YangWo are an indictment of Wu and its successor, the Southern Tang. Sima

did at least consider the contents of Wu lu; earlier in the Song it had been dis-

missed out of hand by one group of compilers as unreliable.56

Surviving sources may not allow us to reach any definitive conclusion on

events in the closing years of the Southern Tang, but we can detect a general

tendency in their interpretation. In some of the examples discussed above,

writers raise questions around the accuracy of Xu’s portrayal of events under

the Southern Tang. These questions are raised on the grounds of his defend-

ing the honor of the Southern Tang house or protecting his own reputation. In

many texts, Xu’s position is placed in opposition to those of rivals at the South-

ern Tang court. Yet we find that Xu’s supposed rivals can appear as examples of

54 Sima Guang’s Tongjian kaoyi通鑑考異, in Zizhi tongjian資治通鑑 (Beijing: Zhonghua

shuju, 1956), 266.8697, noted inKrompart, “The Southern Restoration of T’ang,” 128. Cheng

Pengnian’s account in Jiangnan bielu blames Zhang Hao for the killing of Yang Wo

(although a comment in the work records that XuWen and Zhang Hao originally planned

the killing together, but XuWen backed out after he feared ZhangHaowould double-cross

him). Wu Renchen follows Sima Guang in blaming both Xu Wen and Zhang Hao for the

death of YangWo but includes Xu Xuan’s version in a separate entry for Li Mei comprising

only this account. See Jiangnan bielu, 5131; Shiguo chunqiu, 12.159, 13.169–70.

55 On-choNg andQ. EdwardWang,Mirroring thePast:TheWritingandUseof History in Impe-

rial China (Honolulu: Univ. of Hawai‘i Press, 2005), 147–48.

56 Writing in the Southern Song, Hong Mai claimed that the editors of Cefu yuangui, com-

pleted in 1013, rejected works such asWu lu due to their distortions in favour of the states

under which theywere produced. HongMai suggested that this was a rather short-sighted

position, since any type of work could potentially provide details not recorded elsewhere.

He offered the example of Sima Guang’s Zizhi tongjian as a work that drew on a range

of different materials, many belonging to less respected genres. See Hong Mai 洪邁,

Rongzhai suibi容齋隨筆 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2005), 4.11.762–63.
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both propriety and impropriety. Disagreement over responsibility and integrity

among the players in the dramaof the state’s last yearsmayhave begun through

attempts to shape the story by those involved or their relatives and associates,

but after a time the rivalry itself becomes primarily a symbol of political decay

regardless of the fates of those involved. Whatever conclusion a writer may

support, the supposed enmity among officials of the Southern Tang becomes

engaging material for passing judgement on the state itself. Ultimately, the tar-

get of indictment is the Southern Tang as an independent polity. The result is

that any association with this state can lead to negative assessment of an indi-

vidual’s character regardless of his conduct.

Meeting with Taizu

Many judgements of Xu Xuan are made through depictions of his meetings

with Taizu, the first Song emperor. In various narratives, these meetings are

positioned as crucial junctures, first in the life of Xu Xuan and later in the fate

of the SouthernTang. Statements byTaizu in these encounters serve as verdicts

on the issue at hand. Over time, accounts of these meetings became increas-

ingly embellished, with the results increasingly dismissive of Xu and his cause.

Once adopted into works of history, these episodes become an opportunity to

presage the later brilliance of Song rule by highlighting the deficiencies in the

arguments of an emissary from the south.

In the earliest records, meetings with the Song emperor reflect positively on

Xu Xuan. The epitaph written by Li Fang for Xu contains an account of Xu’s

experiences during and after his mission to the Song court in the last days of

the SouthernTang. According to Li Fang, Xu’s initial departure from Jinling was

preceded by a significant exchange with his then ruler. With the capital under

siege, Li Yu was poised to send for relief troops from the west when he decided

to send an emissary to parley with the Song to seek an end to hostilities. Offi-

cials present baulked at the idea of this dangerous mission, unsurprising when

one considers that two decades earlier an envoy to the Later Zhou had been

executed on his return for advocating concessions.57 Yet Xu Xuan volunteered.

Li Yu ordered that reinforcements should not approach the capital during the

57 JiuWudai shi, 118.1577; XinWudai shi, 62.774;Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 4.5282; 19.5383; LuYou,

Nantang shu, 2.5481, 7.5517; Johannes L. Kurz, “The Yangzi in the Negotiations between

the Southern Tang and Its Northern Neighbours (Mid-Tenth Century),” in China and Her

Neighbours: Borders, Visions of the Other, Foreign Policy 10th to 19th Century, ed. Sabine

Dabringhaus and Roderich Ptak (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 1997), 40–41.
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mission to avoid unnecessary provocation, but Xu told his ruler not to relin-

quish a military attempt to relieve the city, asking, “How can you forget the

weight of the local sacrifices for the sake of my insignificant self? Do not con-

cern yourself for your servant.” Crying, LiYu replied, “In a timeof crisis, integrity

is revealed. You have it.”58 Dialogue in accounts of such historical junctures

have the potential to shape later opinion. Here Li Yu’s failure to save the South-

ern Tang enhances the quality of Xu Xuan’s loyalty as emissary on a hopeless

mission. The purported exchange also indicates a close relationship between

the ruler and his official. Writing early in the Song, Li Fang found praise for Xu

in this conversation despite the ultimate fate of the Southern Tang.

Li Fang recorded that when Xu travelled to the Song capital, he met with

Taizu:

Taizu summoned Xu and said to him, “In claiming ill health for not com-

ing to my court, your ruler is infringing the rites of serving one’s superior.

Yetmymilitary plans are already in action. There is no reason for stopping

midcourse. Report to your ruler that he should prepare for it well.” Roused

by this, Xu laid out the way of success and failure since ancient times and

made clear the integrity of the loyalty and filial piety of [Li Yu]. Moved by

this, Taizu treated Xu with great courtesy and sent him home.

太祖引見，謂公曰：「汝主託疾不朝，乖事大之禮，況吾兵業已行，

無中輟之理，歸報汝主，善為之謀。」公因慷慨鋪陳自古成敗之道，

表明後主忠孝之莭。太祖亦為之動容，厚禮之，遣歸。59

Xu is here a worthy official, serving his ruler as well as the circumstances

allowed. Fitting for a laudatory biography, it has Xu performwithmerit despite

the hopelessness of the task. Xu’s record of conduct similarly notes that Taizu

was impressed by Xu’s manner despite rejecting Li Yu’s entreaties for an end to

hostilities.60

58 A slightly different account of this exchange appears in Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian,

16.347, while a truncated account also appears in Rulin gongyi, 2.35.

59 “Da Song gu Jingnan jun jiedu xingjun sima jianxiao gongbu shangshu Donghai Xu gong

muzhi ming”大宋故靜難軍節度行軍司馬檢校工部尚書東海徐公墓誌銘 (here-

after “Xu gong muzhi ming”), 2, in front papers of Xu Xuan, Xu qisheng ji 徐騎省集

(Guoxue jiben congshu).

60 “Song gu jinzi guanglu dafu zuosanqi changshi shangzhuguoDonghai xian kaiguo bo shiyi

qibai hu zeshou Jingnan jun jiedu xingjun sima Xu gong nian qishiliu xingzhuang”宋故

金紫光祿大夫左散騎常侍上柱國東海縣開國伯食邑七百戶責授靜難軍節度行

軍司馬徐公年七十六行狀, 4, in the front papers of Xu qisheng ji.
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Li Fang went on to record that when Xu accompanied Li Yu to Kaifeng after

the fall of the Southern Tang, hemet Taizu again. Xu Xuan, now in a precarious

position, managed to produce a performance that ensured himself an official

career under the Song, at least in the eyes of the historical record.

WhenXuXuan joined the Song court, Taizu angrily censured him: “When

I spoke with you in the past, how could you say that you could not influ-

ence your ruler? You are guilty of obstruction.” Xu Xuan bowed and apol-

ogized. “I was a minister of Jiangnan but now that state has fallen, I more

than deserve to die. What else can I say?” Thereupon Taizu sighed and

said, “Loyal to the one he serves! You must serve me as you served the

house of Li.”

及歸朝，太祖盛怒責之曰：「吾向與汝言，何謂弗逹於汝主，且拒抗

之罪，皆汝所為。」公頓首謝曰：「臣為江南大臣而其國滅亡，抵此

死有餘罪，餘復何言。」太祖於是歎息曰：「忠於所事者乎。汝當事

我如事李氏。」61

Li Fang’s decision to include these details in his epitaph for Xu Xuan is per-

haps indicative of the problem Xu faced under the Song. The inclusion of

Taizu’s ringing endorsement of Xu after the fall of Jinling suggests that Xu’s

experiences may have been a source of disquiet among those seeking to pre-

serve his reputation. Thesemeetings are pivotal in Li Fang’s account since they

explain and ensure Xu Xuan’s ongoing career without damage to his character.

In the epitaph, Li Fang also records that Li Mu 李穆 (928–984), a respected

Song official, is said to have praised Xu as the individual of Jiangnan most

closely embodying the ideals of the scholar-official.62 Implicit in this version

of events is the notion that Xu, as an upright official, was a victim of circum-

stance.

The redeeming encounter with Taizu in Xu’s tomb inscription appears later

in biographies of Xu in Dongdu shilüe, Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian and Song-

shi.63 It also appears in Sima Guang’s Sushui jiwen涑水記聞, but in a different

context. There it is in a chapter concerning Taizu’s discussions withmanymin-

isters and officials.64 These reflections on Taizu’s responses to their service and

61 “Xu gong muzhi ming,” 2.

62 “Xu gong muzhi ming,” 2–3; repeated in Rulin gongyi, 3.35.

63 Dongdu shilüe, 38.2b; Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian, 17.361; Songshi, 441.13045.

64 Sima Guang, Sushui jiwen涑水記聞 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1989), 1.15.
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actions are arranged to paint a picture of his style of rule and the functioning

of his court. The story in this collection becomes a comment on Taizu’s mag-

nanimity, not Xu Xuan’s loyalty.

A differing account with similar import appears in Yuhu qinghua 玉壺清

話 by the monk Wenying文瑩 (fl. 1078), suggesting stories of a meeting sym-

pathetic to Xu Xuan had some traction in literary circles.65 The same author

records other events in Xu’s life, including one praising his learning for know-

ing how to locate an elephant’s liver according to the season.66 These stories of

Xu appear simply as a broader depiction of diverting or edifying events of the

time.

Yet descriptions of Xu’s meeting with Taizu could have a different tone,

used instead to emphasize Song ascendency. An account attributed to Yang

Yi recorded an exchange between Xu Xuan and Taizu that rebuked Li Yu’s

rule.

In the Kaibao reign period (968–975) when the imperial army had Jin-

ling under siege, the last Li ruler sent Xu Xuan to court. In an audience

in the Hall of Repose, Xu Xuan earnestly explained that Jiangnan was

reverent in serving its master, but due to illness [Li Yu] was unable to

attend court; it was not that he was daring to refuse imperial instruc-

tion. Taizu replied, “There is no need for talk. Even if Jiangnan is with-

out offense, all under heaven is one abode. How could I permit some-

one else to snore beside the mat on which I lie?” Xu returned home to

report.

開寶中，王師圍金陵，李後主遣徐鉉入朝，對於便殿，懇述江南事大

之禮甚恭，徒以被病未任朝謁，非敢拒詔。太祖曰：「不須多言，江

南有何罪？但天下一家，臥榻之側，豈可許他人鼾睡？」鉉復命。67

This record of an unfavorable first meeting with Taizu dates to decades after

the event. It portrays Xu Xuan as unable to recognize what should be under-

stood as inevitable: the Song’s unification of the empire and its shouldering of

the mandate of heaven. Some allowance is made for the southern visitor, since

Taizu still acknowledges that the Southern Tangmay have done nothing wrong

even as he demands that it yields to the inevitable.

65 Wenying, Yuhu qinghua玉壺清話 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1984), 8.79.

66 Xiangshan yelu, xu, 70.

67 YangWengong tanyuan, 23.
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This account reappears in later works. Xu Xuan’s biography in Dongdu shilüe

notes his mission to the north but directs the reader to the biography of Li Yu

for an account of themeeting. There the reader will find the account fromYang

Yi’s text but with added embellishment. Now Taizu deliberately touches his

sword before responding and Xu is “startled with fear” before withdrawing.68

This meeting does not reflect well on Xu, but since it appears in the biography

of Li Yu, it is censure directed at the Southern Tang’s last ruler rather than Xu

personally.

The terse eloquence of Taizu continues in alternate versions of the same

meeting. In his history of the Five Dynasties, Ouyang Xiu歐陽修 (1007–1072)

explained his personal interest in recollections of the encounter and portrayed

Xu as having an untenable and misguided position:

My family has resided in the southern Yangzi region for generations, and

its elders have spoken of the Li family and its times. It is said that Li Yu,

confronting the dispatch of Song armies against the south by Emperor

Taizu, sent courtier Xu Xuan to the capital for an audience. A resident

of Jiangnan with the self-assurance of a celebrated statesman, Xuan had

hoped to deploy his oratory skills in defending his king’s autonomy. Day

and night, he exhaustively reviewed possible responses for the audience

in his mind. As the meeting approached, court leaders asked to enter

before Xuan; characterizing him as a man broad in learning and gifted

in debate, they advised special caution. Breaking into laughter, Taizu

responded, “You may withdraw, for you have no sense of things.” Xuan

appeared for court audience a day later, where falling prostrate he de-

clared, “Li Yu has committed no crime and Your Majesty has no cause to

issue troops.” A composed Taizu courteously instructed him to stand and

finish his statement. Xu Xuan continued, “Being the ruler of a small king-

dom, Li Yu has served this great one as a son serves a father, committing

no offense against you. Why target him for assault?” His speech dragged

on through several hundred words, Taizu now responding, “Would your

so-called father and son maintain two separate households?” Xuan had

nothing to offer in response and withdrew.

予世家江南，其故老多能言李氏時事，云太祖皇帝之出師南征也，煜

遣其臣徐鉉朝于京師。鉉居江南，以名臣自負，其來也，欲以口舌馳

説存其國，其日夜計謀思慮言語應對之際詳矣。及其將見也，大臣亦

68 Dongdu shilüe, 23.7b.
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先入請，言鉉博學有材辯，宜有以待之。太祖笑曰：「第去，非爾

所知也。」明日，鉉朝于庭，仰而言曰：「李煜無罪，陛下師出無

名。」太祖徐召之升，使畢其説。鉉曰：「煜以小事大，如子事父，

未有過失，奈何見伐？」其説累數百言。太祖曰：「爾謂父子者為兩

家可乎？」鉉無以對而退。69

Ouyang followed this with praise for Taizu’s neat rebuke, affirming the righ-

teousness of the Song’s reunification of the empire. Ouyang claimed knowl-

edge of this exchange as part of the oral lore of the south, to which he had

access through a family tracing its roots to Jizhou吉州, a location once within

the Southern Tang’s borders. His grandfather and great grandfather had both

served as officials of the state.70 In writing Xin Wudai shi 新五代史, Ouyang

presented a model of history from a position of Song rule. His work provided

moral lessons through a didactic account of the period of disunion which,

according to him, saw a breakdown in human order and proper governance

that was only put right with the founding of the Song.71 The context of the

account sharpens Ouyang Xiu’s censure. Ouyang saw Xu Xuan and the South-

ern Tang as being on the wrong side of history and has them rebuked by the

founder of the Song. This clear denunciation of the existence of any inde-

pendent state in the south is implicit exaltation of Song rule. The composure

and cleverness of Taizu enhances the value of the episode for the edification

of later generations. Since it is a variation on the tale above, it may be that

both stories, and others, circulated as part of the lore of the fall of the south.

Affirmations of the propriety of unity readily found powerful resonance in the

Song.

Elsewhere, Ouyang was more patient with Xu Xuan. He acknowledged that

Xu andhis brotherXuKaiwere notable scholars, but argued that their famewas

due to the generally poor standards achieved by others during the chaos of the

69 XinWudai shi, 62.779–80, translation taken, withminor alterations, fromOuyang Xiu,His-

torical Records of the Five Dynasties, trans. Richard Davis (NewYork: Columbia Univ. Press,

2004), 503–4. Without Ouyang’s personal introduction (but attributed to his work) cou-

pled with Zhou Weijian’s exchange with Taizu (attributed to Yang Wengong tanyuan), it

appears in Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian, 16.347–48; further abbreviated in Luo Congyan

羅從彥, Luo Yuzhang ji羅豫章集 (Congshu jicheng chubian), 1.6.

70 Su Che蘇轍, Luancheng houji欒城後集, 23.1129, in Su Che ji蘇轍集 (Beijing: Zhonghua

shuju, 1990).

71 Tze-ki Hon, “Military Governance versus Civil Governance: A Comparison of the Old

History and the New History of the Five Dynasties,” in Imagining Boundaries: Changing

Confucian Doctrines, Texts, and Hermeneutics, ed. Kai-wing Chow, On-cho Ng, and John

B. Henderson (Albany: State Univ. of New York Press, 1999), 89–99.
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tenth century.72 In an attack on an opponent, Ouyang Xiu cited the example of

Xu Xuan and criticized him for being useless despite his literary skills.73

The significance of this account was amplified in later retellings. Ouyang

framed his account as a story told among the senior members of his fam-

ily, deliberately setting it at a remove from the rest of his narrative. This is

ignored by later authors who adopt it into their core narratives as an undis-

puted, reliable account of events, the nature of the source going unmarked.

For example, the encounter appears in an even more dramatic version in Ma

Ling’s Nantang shu. Ma Ling, sympathetic to Xu elsewhere in his work, was not

so patient here. He recorded that aftermuch debatewithTaizu, XuXuan’s “tone

became more brazen” and he accused Taizu of invading his state without rea-

son. Understandably, Taizu lost his temper and asked for the debate to come

to an end. Thereupon Xu stated that Li Yu had given tribute for over twenty

years with a relationship akin to father and son. From this point the wording

of Ma Ling’s text follows that of Ouyang Xiu until Xu withdrew.74 Ma Ling pre-

ceded his record of this audience with the conversation between Li Yu and Xu

Xuan as recorded in Li Fang’s tomb inscription, demonstrating another stage

in bringing together sources with different original intentions. In contrast to

the partisan accounts of Li Fang and Ouyang Xiu, Ma Ling’s aim seems to have

been providing as full a record of events as possible by drawing on all available

sources.

But changes with the reappearance of the accounts did not endwith embel-

lishment. Since Xu was sent on a mission north twice in late 975, the existence

of two versions of Xu’s audience with Taizu—attributed to Yang Yi andOuyang

Xiu—was later interpreted by one work as recording two separate meetings.

In Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian, Li Tao李燾 (1115–1184) noted the existence of

these two different accounts of Xu’s meeting with Taizu and suggested Ouyang

Xiu’s account related to the first meeting, and the account attributed to Yang

Yi related to the second.75 This move proved enduring: a poem referring to

both purported exchanges between Xu Xuan and Taizu was even penned by

the Qianlong Emperor (r. 1736–1795) of the Qing dynasty as his reflection on

72 OuyangXiu, Jigu lu bawei集古錄跋尾, 10.7b, in juan 134–143 of OuyangWenzhongquanji

歐陽文忠全集 (Sibu beiyao).

73 This text is dated to 1043. See OuyangWenzhong quanji, 100.7b; Kobayashi Kazuo, “Jo Gen

itsuwa kō,” 47. Kobayashi refers to this work’s appearance in Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian,

143.3448.

74 Ma Ling, Nantang shu, 23.5412–13.

75 Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian, 16.348, as followed in Peter Lorge, “Fighting Against Empire:

Resistance to the Later Zhou and Song Conquest of China,” in Debating War in Chinese

History, ed. Peter Lorge (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 129–30.
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Tongjian xubian通鑑續編 by Chen Jing陳桱 (fl. fourteenth century), a work

of history addressing the period from the founding of the Song through to the

foundingof theYuan.76Of course, theQianlongEmperor’s interest underscores

the significance of the meeting for visions of an unified empire.

Perhaps Li Tao might have added a third meeting, since the event is also

exploited in the following version by Chen Shidao陳師道 (1053–1102), which

presents Taizu as getting the better of Xu Xuan in an exchange that this time

centers on poetry.

When the imperial army surrounded Jinling, the Tang sent Xu Xuan to

the court. Xuan thought highly of his own abilities and planned to use

his tongue to lift the siege. He thought Taizu was uncultured and greatly

praised his own ruler for his broad learning and knowledge of many arts,

and for having the abilities of a sage. He recited a poem, explaining, “His

work on the spring moon circulates throughout the empire.” After Xuan

had recited the verse, Taizu laughed and said, “It is but the words of a

poor scholar. I think little of it.” Xuan did not give in, thinking these boast-

ful words without substance. Xuan insisted on hearing [the emperor’s

verse]. All in attendance looked at each other in alarm. Taizu said, “When

I was returning from Qinzhong,77 I lay down between the fields beneath

Huashan.78 When I awoke the moon had risen, and a verse came to me:

‘When [themoon] has not left the bottomof the sea, the thousandmoun-

tains remained dark. Only when it is in Heaven are the ten thousand

kingdoms illuminated.’ ” Xuan was shocked. All in attendance hailed the

emperor with wishes for long life.

王師圍金陵，唐使徐鉉來朝。鉉伐其能，欲以口舌解圍，謂太祖不

文，盛稱其主博學多藝，有聖人之能，使誦其詩曰：「秋月之篇天

下」，傳誦之其句云云。太祖笑曰：「寒士語爾，吾不道也。」鉉内

不服，謂大言無實可窮也，遂以請。殿上驚懼相目，太祖曰：「吾㣲

76 Tongjian xubian, an extension to Zhu Xi’s Zizhi tongjian gangmu, contains the accounts of

both Ouyang Xiu and Yang Yi with the interpretation given by Li Tao. The relevant poem

by the Qianlong Emperor introducesTongjian xubian in Siku quanshu and also appears in

the Qianlong Emperor’s collected poetry. See Tongjian xubian (skqs), 3.30a; Yuzhi shiji御

製詩集 (skqs), 2:41.6a–b.

77 A reference to the region surrounding the Tang capital of Chang’an.

78 Huashan, lying on the route out of Guanzhong to China’s northern plains, was the site of a

cult that was often approached by individuals for predictions about their own future. See

Dudbridge, Religious Experience and Lay Society in T’ang China, 86–104.
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時自秦中歸道，華山下醉卧田間，覺而月出，有句曰：『未離海底千

山黒，纔到天中萬國明。』」鉉大驚，殿上稱夀。79

Since Li Yu’s reputation as poet is one of the greatest legacies of the Southern

Tang, Taizu’s rebuke in verse constitutes an apposite attack. The allusion to the

moon in the verse are a reference to his own ascendance. The military ruler

Taizu, being the superior poet, proved himself the superior ruler, just as the

Song proved to be the superior state. As a result, Xu Xuan’s efforts on a mission

doomed by history cannot have been anything but misplaced.

But not all later writers chose to exploit the potential drama of the event. In

his history of the Southern Tang, Lu You simply states that Li Yu dispatched Xu

Xuan twice with rich tribute to halt the Song offensive but was unsuccessful.80

The compilers of Songshi seem similarly uninterested. They recorded only that

Xu was unsuccessful in his missions, be it in the annals of Taizu or the biogra-

phies of Xu Xuan and Li Yu.81

These developments demonstrate that some accounts of Xu Xuan began as

informal jottings bringing color and humanity to the tide of events, perhaps

preserving part of a circulating popular tradition that is nowmostly lost. Since

historical narrative benefits from pithy vignettes, accounts of sharp wit or crys-

tallized polemic once written could be picked up later for use in new contexts,

sometimes gaining greater authority in the retelling. But again, assessments of

Xu’s character are tied to rejection of the Southern Tang’s claims to legitimacy

in the arc of the Song’s rise.

Opposing Judgements

Tensions in Xu Xuan’s career play out differently in other accounts, drawing on

further aspects of his character. Under the Song, Xu was noted for his humble

lifestyle and his generosity toward the less fortunate.82 According to Li Fang,

Xu lived in a simple house in Kaifeng and shared his resources with impover-

79 Chen Shidao陳師道, Houshan ji後山集 (Guangzhou: Cuiwen tang, 1885), 23.1a.

80 Lu You, Nantang shu, 3.5492. In annotations on this passage, many accounts of the meet-

ing mentioned to this point are noted in Zheng Zibin鄭滋斌, Lu You Nantang shu benji

kaoshi ji shishi buyi陸游《南唐書本紀》考釋及史事補遺 (Taibei: Wenshezhe xue-

jicheng, 1997), 348–51.

81 Songshi, 3.45, 441.13045, 478.13860.

82 Rulin gongyi, 3.35; Zhu Mu祝穆, Gujin shiwen leiju古今事文類聚 (skqs), xu, 6.25b

attributed to Sheng Song duoyi聖宋掇遺.
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ished friends and relatives from the south.83 It is perhaps this characteristic of

Xu’s later life that is used to present a bleak depiction of Xu in accounts set in

Binzhou, his last place of official service. In Binzhou following his final demo-

tion, Xu appears as a somewhat broken figure. Wenying has him resigned to

his reduced circumstances and not venturing out from his humble dwelling.84

In a lengthier account by Cai Tao蔡絛 (fl. 1120–1147), Xu moved to prevent a

local official from receiving punishment by making an indirect suggestion to

the official in charge of an investigation. This official happened to be one of his

former associates, ZhengWenbao.

AfterXuXuanof Jiangnan entered the service of the Song, hewas indicted

and banished to Shaanxi, where Liu Kai柳開 (948–1001) was Prefect.85

A rough character by nature, Liu treated Xu Xuan without respect. One

day Taizong heard that Liu Kai was addicted to devouring human liver

andhad committedmanyunlawful acts. Taizongwas greatly angered, see-

ing it as a continuation of the wanton behavior of the Five Dynasties. He

appointed Zheng Wenbao as Fiscal Commissioner of Shaanxi to investi-

gate Liu’s crimes. Learning of this, Kai was alarmed. Knowing that Zheng

Wenbao was once a student of Xu Xuan, he solicited help from Xuan

beforeWenbao’s arrival. Xuan said, “Formerly he was indeed my student,

but times have changed. How can I influence his intentions now? I must

decline.” “I ask that you just say a fewwords onmybehalf. Don’tworry if he

listens or not,” Kai implored. Xuan agreed to do so. SoonWenbao arrived

with his retinue and instruments of investigation, but before he saw Kai

he went without them on foot to a small alley to visit Xuan at home. He

stood in the courtyard until Xuan slowly emerged. After bowing,Wenbao

ascended from thewestern stairs [as required of one of inferior rank] but,

filledwith deep feeling, he descended to bowagain. Xuan invited him into

the hall where they stood and talked at length of old times. Later, Xuan

remindedWenbao of the heavy responsibility he was entrusted with and

askedhimnot to come again in the future sinceXuanhimself waswithout

official capacity.WhenWenbao asked earnestly if he could do anything to

help, Xuan said casually, “I think Liu Kai is in mortal fear of you.” Zheng

kept silent for a while and left. The investigation was immediately aban-

doned.

83 “Xu gong muzhi ming,” 3.

84 Yuhu qinghua, 8.79.

85 Liu Kai appears to have been transferred to Binzhou in 992. See Songshi, 440.13025.
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江南徐鉉歸朝，後坐事出陜右。柳開時為州刺史，開性豪横，稍不禮

鉉。一日，太宗聞開喜生膾人肝，且多不法，謂尚仍五季亂習，怒

甚，命鄭文寳將漕陜部，因以治開罪。開得此大懼，知文寳素師事鉉

也，遲文寳垂至，始求於鉉焉。鉉曰：「彼昔為鉉門弟子，然時異

事背，弗能必其心如何，敢力辭也。」於是開再拜曰：「先生但賜

之一言足矣，毋卹其聽不。」鉉始諾之。頃文寳以其徒持獄具來，首

不見開，即屏從者，步趨入巷，詣鉉居以來覲鉉，立於庭下。鉉徐出

座上，文寳拜竟，陞自西階，通温凊，復降拜。鉉乃邀文寳上，立談

道舊者久之，且戒文寳以持節之重，而鉉閑慢廢，後勿復來也。文寳

方力詢其所欲，鉉但曰：「柳開甚相畏爾。」文寳黙出，則其事立

散。86

The depiction of Xu here living simply and aiding others is broadly consistent

with the varying development of his reputation in other records. He appears

as a man of integrity. His reduced circumstances give an oppressive tone to

the piece, suitable perhaps for a leftover bureaucrat from a vanquished state

serving far from home. This is underscored when Xu spoke with Zheng of old

times, befitting a scholar associated with a lost past. The tale draws on an air

of nostalgia for the south but at the same time undercuts it. Again, the author

attributed it to an oral source. Cai Tao, the son of the disgraced official Cai Jing

蔡京 (1047–1126), claimed to have heard it soon after he went into exile in the

south in 1126. He said he heard it with apprehension and found it remarkable

that the story of Xu’s probity was still in circulation “nearly two hundred years”

later. Writing from his own reduced circumstances of banishment in Baizhou

白州 (in modern Guangxi), Cai perhaps saw in Xu’s predicament parallels with

his own exile after the fall of the north.

Somewriters were intent onmaintaining a depiction of XuXuan as aman of

integrity despite the difficult circumstances of his career. Li Fang of course does

so in his epitaph for Xu, but other examples exist. An anecdote favorable to Xu

Xuan concerning the death of Li Yu plays on the sensitive issues of legitimacy

in the divide between the Southern Tang and the Song. It tells that after the

“last ruler” died in 978, he was posthumously granted the title of Prince of Wu.

When Taizong requested an epitaph, an unnamed individual seeking to cause

trouble suggested Xu Xuan should compose it since he was the official most

familiar with Li Yu’s life. The implication was that Xu would be torn by loyal-

ties to his new ruler under the Song and his previous ruler under the Southern

86 Cai Tao蔡絛, Tieweishan congtan鐵圍山叢談 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983), 3.46;

collected in Songren yishi huibian, 139; translation adapted from Ting, A Compilation of

Anecdotes of Sung Personalities, 142–43.
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Tang. Yet the affair ended well for Xu Xuan. He deftly dealt with the problem in

the epitaph, praising Li Yu without challenging the reign of the Song. The work

was praised by Taizong and said to be among Xu’s best.87

Greater admiration was expressed by Su Che 蘇轍 (1039–1112), a contem-

porary of some of the Northern Song writers critical of Xu discussed above.

He commemorated his visit to Xu’s untended grave in 1084 by extolling Xu’s

achievements as court official in the south.

As I see it, among the old officials of the Southern Tang, only one or two

can compare with Xu Xuan. When Chen Jue and Feng Yanlu misled their

ruler to raise armies only to disgrace the state with defeat, no one was

willing to censor them. Only Xu Xuan joined with Han Xizai in forcefully

laying out their treachery and ultimately brought an end to their crimes.

When the imperial army was subjugating the south and the house of Li

was facing imminent peril, Xu undertook his mission in the midst of war

without any thought to his own person. His virtue commanded admira-

tion in all the central states and he has been praised until the present

day.His great integritywas undoubtedly of suchweighty distinction. Even

after one thousand years, his traces should receive attention as an inspi-

ration for the future. But now it is less than one hundred years and he has

beendiscardedwithout record.Howcan this be for a benevolentman and

a gentleman? … If it were up to me, I would ensure that the ghost of this

lonely grave is not violated. It would continue to receive offerings and not

be plundered for timber. Not only would this achieve the admiration of

scholars of the south, but virtuous officials throughout the empire would

gain inspiration.

竊惟南唐舊臣，如公之比，盖無一二。方陳覺、馮延魯愚弄其主，擅

興甲兵，喪師蹙國，時無一人敢非之者。公獨與韓熈載力陳其姦，卒

致其罪。及王師南討，李氏危在朝夕，公受命兵間，不為身計。義動

中國，至今稱之。盖公之大節，落落如此。雖使千載之後，猶當推求

遺迹，以勸後來。今沒未百年，棄而不録。仁人君子，豈其然哉。…

儻䝉矜念，使孤墳遺魄不至侵暴，祭祀稍存，樵采不犯，不惟南方士

人拭目傾心，将天下義士知有所勸。88

87 Wei Tai魏泰, Dongxuan bilu東軒筆錄 (Congshu jicheng chubian), 1.2–3. Building on this

evidence, Kobayashi reads Xu’s epitaphs for Li Yu and Li’s younger brother as suggesting

that the Southern Tang held the mandate of heaven before it passed to the Song. See Xu

qisheng ji, 29.279–81; Kobayashi, “Nantō kanryō Jo Gen to Sō Taisōchō,” 108–9.

88 Su Che, Luancheng ji欒城集, 22.393, in Su Che ji.
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The positive assessment of Xu’s actions offered by Su Che here stands in

marked contrast to the criticism expressed by many of his contemporaries.

Rather than his works of history or his meetings with Taizu, Su Che focused

instead on the merit Xu achieved in his service to the Southern Tang, selflessly

committed to court interests and condemning the actions of unworthyofficials.

Rather than the conflict with Pan You featuring in much discussion of Xu, Su

Che drew attention to Xu’s censure of the men involved in the failed attack on

Min and his missions to the Song. In this praise, Su may have been rebutting

what he saw as unsound assessments of those holding to narrow ideas of his-

tory such as Ouyang Xiu and Wang Anshi. It can also be tied to Su Che’s own

circumstances and positions. This reference to the decline in Xu’s reputation

may have been an effort to highlight the fate of Su Che himself and his asso-

ciates, men locked out of central government for years during the reforms of

the “New Policies” under Wang Anshi during the reign of Shenzong 神宗 (r.

1067–1085).89 The neglect suffered by the noble scholar Xu Xuan stands as a

coded expression of Su Che’s own frustrations, since Su wrote the work as he

travelled from one regional posting to another.90

A glance at the landscape of politics and historiography in the eleventh cen-

tury reveals the possibility of wider resonances. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the

opposing assessments of Xu Xuan expressed by Ouyang Xiu and Su Che align

with their opinions on Feng Dao馮道 (882–954). This figure of the tenth cen-

tury became infamous for serving four regimes. One of many men who served

more than one dynasty, Feng was singled out for his rank and longevity. For

Ouyang Xiu and others, Feng Dao was a man incapable of loyalty to a single

state and a prime example of the corrupt morals of the period of disunion.91

But SuChe saw things differently. In one essay, Su expressly rejected criticismof

Feng, arguing that he achieved notable good in his career despite the challeng-

89 Su Che served in regional postings for over twenty years after passing the official exams.

After finally being called to court 1085 and the rescinding ofWangAnshi’s reformprogram,

Su wrote a number of works condemning the reforms.When Su was purged by reformists

in 1094, his political career was effectively over. See Ari Daniel Levine, Divided by a Com-

mon Language: Factional Conflict in Late Northern Song China (Honolulu: Univ. of Hawai‘i

Press, 2008), 107–8, 112–15, 135–39.

90 Su Che visited in late 1084 when he was on his way from Gao’an高安 to take up a posting

as magistrate of Jixi績溪 county. See Zeng Zaozhuang曾棗莊, Su Che nianpu蘇轍年譜

(Xi’an: Shaanxi renmin chubanshe, 1986), 99; Kong Fanli孔凡禮, Su Che nianpu蘇轍年

譜 (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2001), 279–80.

91 Wang Gungwu, “Feng Tao: An Essay in Confucian Loyalty,” in Confucian Personalities, ed.

Arthur F. Wright and Denis Twitchett (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1962), 140–45; Hon,

“Military Governance versus Civil Governance,” 97–99; Ng and Wang, Mirroring the Past,

143–44.
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ing times and was not responsible for any misfortune due to the limits of his

influence. As a man committed to service, Feng could not but serve the courts

he foundhimself under.92 Issues of loyalty and service in the tenth centurywere

discussed with an eye to contemporary affairs.With the Khitan on its northern

borders receiving annual tribute while still occupying the “sixteen provinces”

following the Treaty of Shanyuan in 1005 and the Tanguts a threat to the north-

west, questions of legitimacy and territorial rule were pressing issues under

the Northern Song.93 In debates on relationswith these two neighbors, Ouyang

was among a group of officials pushing for a harder line.94 In contrast, Su Che

expressed a practical view of the Treaty of Shanyuan, arguing that while it was

a source of shame, it had brought a peace to the northern frontiers unknown

to the Han and Tang dynasties.95 In depictions of the Southern Tang, regional

differences may also be playing out. Ouyang Xiu andWang Anshi are perhaps

representative of the adoptionof a single orthodox viewof thepast amongmen

of the south once it was closely integrated with the center and committed to a

holistic empire.96 But Su Che, as a native of Sichuan, perhaps had reason to be

more open to the diversity of individual experience.

This opposition between the views of Su Che and Ouyang Xiu could per-

haps bemapped onto the broader fault lines between different policy positions

that dominated conflict at the Northern Song court. On the one hand were

reformers with an uncompromising vision of realizing Song supremacy cou-

pled with the advocacy of interventionist policies to realize their ideals. On the

other were officials promoting a nuanced view of the need for compromise in

the face of complex political circumstances and less desire for state interfer-

ence in social and economic affairs.97 Such divisions surely partly underlie the

92 Luancheng houji, 11.1010–11.

93 David CurtisWright, “The Sung-Kitanwar of a.d. 1004–1005 and the Treaty of Shan-yüan,”

Journal of AsianHistory 32.1 (1998): 3–48;HoytClevelandTillman, “TheTreaty of Shanyuan

from the Perspectives of Western Scholars,” Sungkyun Journal of East Asian Studies 5.2

(2005): 135–55.

94 David CurtisWright, FromWar to Diplomatic Parity in Eleventh-Century China: Sung’s For-

eign Relations with Kitan Liao (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 221–23.

95 Luancheng houji, 11.1012–13.

96 The meaning of “holistic empire” under the Song is described in Hugh Clark, “Why Does

the Tang-Song Interregnum Matter? Part Three: The Legacy of Division and the Holistic

Empire,” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies 49 (2020): 1–44.

97 Paul Jakov Smith, “Shen-tsung’s Reign and the New Policies of Wang An-shih, 1067–1985,”

in The Cambridge History of China, vol. 5, The Sung Dynasty and its Precursors, 907–1279,

ed. Denis Twitchett and Paul Jakov Smith (Cambridge: CambridgeUniv. Press, 2009), 347–

483; PeterK. Bol, “Government, Society and State:On thePoliticalVisions of Ssu-maKuang

andWangAn-shih,” inOrdering theWorld: Approaches to State and Society in SongDynasty
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diverging trajectories along which assessments of Xu’s reputation evolved but

the evidence does not allow any neat categorization. What is clear is that Xu’s

life was a small corner of the proxy battleground of history for debate under

the Song. Just as with depictions of the faction of Song Qiqiu, some historical

events of the SouthernTang only grew in significance as the Song progressed.98

The accounts examined above demonstrate the challenges presented by the

period of division in the tenth century as viewed from under the unified Song

empire. In the ongoing struggle to understand it, the ambiguity of Xu’s lived

experience and the realities of his time make Xu Xuan a compelling case for

interrogation. For men seeking to emphasize that the Song was the only con-

ceivable possibility for legitimate rule in a rigid worldview, Xu Xuan became

a tool for demonstrating the supposed transgressions of the southern states

in resisting the Song. Xu was a convenient target for scrutiny on the issue of

addressing perceived state weaknesses, expressed in terms of dynastic legiti-

macy and individual loyalty. As a result, discussion of two notable but different

issues in his life—his authorship of Jiangnan lu and his meeting with Taizu—

develop into indictments of the Southern Tang’s defiance of Song suzerainty

and by extension the idea of a single empire. In his relations with Pan You,

Xu may have had charges to answer, but in his meetings with Taizu, whatever

occurred, Xu surely served the interests of the SouthernTang faithfully. Yet both

concerns provided traction for later political differences and the ambiguities of

Xu’s position surface when later writers used him as a means of reflecting on

predicaments of their own times.

Condemnation of Xu Xuan at the hands of some writers could only have

been meaningful if an opposing view existed. The variety of tales about Xu

demonstrate his potency as a figure and the integrity inherent in his career.

When Ouyang Xiu and Wang Anshi claimed to draw on family knowledge

to give an unflattering account of Xu, they were acknowledging that other

accounts were different, perhaps even that positive understandings of XuXuan

were still thenmore common. Furthermore, criticismof XuXuan among south-

ern families may indicate an acceptance of Song rule, but it also suggests a

degree of uneasiness over the past.

The ambiguities in private assessments of XuXuan are indicative of the trou-

ble with understanding the legacy of the Southern Tang more generally. It was

China, ed. Robert P. Hymes and Conrad Schirokauer (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press,

1993), 128–92; Fan Weizhi範爲之, “Shilun Xining Yuanyou qijian Su Che de zhengzhi si-

xiang”試論熙寧元祐期間蘇澈的政治思想, Shanghai shifan daxue xuebao上海師範

大學學報 1990.1: 51–55.

98 Kurz, “The Invention of a ‘Faction’.”
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part of lived experience for people of the Yangtze region until its conquest by

the north, producing a potentially challenging legacy. Under the Song dynasty,

writers sought not only to draw a line under it, but also to shift it sideways out

of the central channel of history. The result was that the Southern Tang was

partially obscured from view and assessments of it forever colored. And yet the

Southern Tang and its legacy remained to some degree a subject of fascination

to Song scholars then and later due to its contributions to the Song.

The Southern Tang’s achievements were recognized at the time. Politically,

since the Southern Tang had run a stable bureaucracy with an examination

system for several decades, on its fall it provided the Song with an additional

pool of trained civil elite for an expanding and consolidating state.99 Theymay

not have enjoyed a status equal to that of their northern colleagues, but praise

for the SouthernTang among southern networks in the years immediately after

the Song conquestwas not impossible, asXuXuan’s ownworks demonstrate.100

Culturally, poets andpainters of the SouthernTang enjoyed later renown, as did

some legacies of its material culture.101 Similarly, a large portion of the Song’s

initial imperial library also came from the Southern Tang.102 More broadly, the

location and the context of its existence tied notions of the Southern Tang’s

cultural sophistication to the attainments of the Six Dynasties.103

Yet for the Southern Tang, recognition of its achievements could go hand

in hand with a dismissal of its political significance. Drawing on a common

trope in dynastic history, achievements in the cultural sphere were themselves

a sign of decadence, demonstrating inadequate attention to the needs of gover-

nance, thus explaining the ensuing decline.104 The result was that the cultural

legacy of the Southern Tang could be celebrated even as this same legacy could

explain the moral failings of the Southern Tang as a polity. Similarly, practical

99 Ng Pak-sheung, “A Path to Civil Administration: The Appointment of the ‘Peichen’ and

its Political Significance in the Early Northern Song Era,”Dongwu lishi xuebao東吳歷史

學報 22 (2009): 225–359; Ng Pak-sheung伍伯常, “Bei Song xuanren peichen de yuanze:

Lun caifang zhengce de yuanze”北宋選任陪臣的原則:論猜防政策下的南唐陪臣,

Zhongguo wenhua yanjiu xuebao中國文化研究所學報 10 (2001): 1–31.

100 NathanWoolley, “FromRestoration to Unification: Legitimacy and Loyalty in theWritings

of Xu Xuan (917–992),”Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 77 (2014): 566.

101 Ng Pak-sheung, “A Regional Cultural Tradition in Song China: ‘The Four Treasures of the

Study of the Southern Tang’ (‘Nan Tang wenfang sibao’),” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies 46

(2016): 57–117; SunChengjuan, “Rewriting the SouthernTang (937–975):Nostalgia andAes-

thetic Imagination” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard Univ., 2008), 143–211.

102 Dudbridge, Lost Books of Medieval China, 2.

103 Sun, “Rewriting the Southern Tang (937–975),” 18–19.

104 A key example is the reception of the poetry of Li Yu. See Sun, “The Hidden Blessing of

Being a Last Ruler.”
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benefits could be gained from Southern Tang officials in the Song’s ranks while

the Southern Tang’s own political record could be securely diminished. This

historiographical sleight of hand is worthy of our attention since it illuminates

outcomes in thediscourses of legitimacy andholistic empire.This is the ground

on which Xu Xuan appears in the historical record.

For figures near the center of events in dynastic crisis, historiographical

judgements can be unkind. The sacrifice of individual reputation is sometimes

demanded on the altar of later orthodoxy. For key figures, the result can some-

times be complete vilification: Charles Hartman has examined the textual his-

tories of the biographies of Cai Jing and Qin Gui in Songshi to determine how

these twomen came to be painted as “nefariousministers”.105 But Xu Xuanwas

a man of less consequence and his biography in that work remains compli-

mentary. Looking elsewhere, while anecdotes around Xu Xuan are unavoid-

ably embedded in a core orthodoxy of Song ascendancy, his individual irrel-

evance to the outcome of historical events allows space for the significance

of his career to be profitably explored for various purposes, producing com-

peting views. Unfortunately for Xu, isolated accounts reflecting the concerns

of a specific time under the Song came to be uncritically embedded in broader

tellings of events, giving some a validity theymight not otherwise have enjoyed.

Through this, the person of Xu Xuan in the historical record—whatever the

complexities of his experiences—on occasion risks collapsing into caricature.

Abstract

China’s period of disunion in the tenth century posed moral challenges to individu-

als navigating the complex and unstable political situation. Later historians exploited

the ambiguities of these challenges in giving their own assessments of those times,

resulting in a complex array of assertions on matters pertaining to the Southern Tang.

Appraisal of the character of the official Xu Xuan includes criticism around his work

on the history of the Southern Tang and his meetings with the Song emperor Taizu.

Accounts of XuXuan’s conduct evolved inmeaning over time as existingmaterial found

itsway into newcompilations and contexts. Tracing the course of these changes reveals

how the history of the Southern Tang served the varying purposes of Song writers.

105 Charles Hartman, “The Making of a Villain: Ch’in Kuei and Tao-hsüeh,”Harvard Journal

of Asiatic Studies 58 (1998): 59–146; and “A Textual History of Cai Jing’s Biography in the

Songshi,” in Emperor Huizong and Late Northern Song China: The Politics of Culture and

the Culture of Politics, ed. Patricia Buckley Ebrey and Maggie Bickford (Cambridge, Mass.:

Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2006), 517–64.
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Résumé

La période de désunion de la Chine au xe siècle a posé des défis moraux aux individus

qui évoluaient dans une situation politique complexe et instable. Les historiens ulté-

rieurs ont exploité les ambiguïtés de ces défis pour formuler leurs propres jugements

sur cette époque, ce qui a produit un éventail complexe de positions sur les questions

relatives aux Tang du Sud. Les jugements sur le caractère de Xu Xuan et sa carrière offi-

cielle comprennent des critiques autour de son travail sur l’histoire des Tang du Sud

et de ses rencontres avec l’empereur Song Taizu. Les récits de la conduite de Xu Xuan

ont évolué au fil du temps, à mesure que les sources existantes trouvaient leur place

dans de nouvelles compilations et de nouveaux contextes. Retracer l’évolution de ces

changements révèle comment l’histoire des Tang du Sud a servi les différents objectifs

des auteurs Song.

提要

十世紀中國的大分裂對需要應對這種複雜且動蕩政局的個人構成了一種道德上的挑

戰。隨後的史家就這種挑戰的不明確性紛紛提出了自己的判斷，從而引申出有關南

唐事宜的一些列繁複主張。對仕官徐鉉之品格的評價涉及了對其有關南唐歷史的文

章的批評以及他與宋太祖的朝會。隨著相關材料不斷被納入新的文集和語境，有關

徐鉉作為的敘述也歷經了意義上的變化。對這些變化的追溯因此也能揭示出南唐歷

史如何服務於宋代文人不同的意圖。
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Xu Xuan – Southern Tang – Five Dynasties – Song dynasty – historiography
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